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Abstract 

This study aimed to shed light on a new linguistic term that is, the intercalated 

morphophoneme. It is defined as the smallest phonological morphological unit that 

becomes non-functional when isolated from the semantic structure. The intercalated 

morphophoneme is restricted by free morphemes and has a function within a 

morphological structures that according to the standard grammar it is not allowed to be 

attached to.It is shown in pronunciation, calligraphy, dictation, spoken and audible 

particle. The inserted morphophoneme can be aware of and drawn by calligraphers’ lines 

within the morpheme structure that is not common in the standard grammar. The 

intercalated morphophoneme contradicts and overcomes the restriction of the structure of 

a morpheme in morphology (surf) which was set by linguisits. Therefore, it grants the 

morpheme a distinctive meaning as well as semantic values allocated to achieve a new 

function in the morphological structures, which is not acceptable to be attached to it in 

accordance to rules of the syntactic structure at all its levels.  

The study found that the insertion of morphophoneme is consistent with the meaning and 

is directly proportional to it. Accordingly, what is inserted into the morpheme structure is 

considered an addition to the word, it carries an additional meaning and function that the 

speaker wants to convey to the recipient. 

 

Key words: intercalated morpheme, intercalated phoneme, morphophoneme, intercalated 

morphophoneme, zero phoneme, null phoneme. 

 

Introduction 

Recent linguistic studies have pointed to the phenomenon of insertion of a morpheme in 

the syntactic structures (Mrashida, 2019, p. 18), by indicating that it is "an absolute 

insertion in the Arabic sentence for an oral or moral purpose" (Sorour, 2005, p: 202), so 

the phenomenon includes all parts of the word without any exception. Some studies have 

pointed to  the phenomenon of intercalation of a morpheme in syntactic structure in terms 

of the cases where both morpheme and phoneme were used equally (Mrashida, 2019, p. 

18).Thus, the intercalation in the phonetic system is considered a phoneme but in 

morphological system it is a morpheme (Mrashida, 2019, p. 18). 

This study aimed to shed light on the phenomenon of intercalation of morphophoneme 

and theorizing it throughout studying the linguistic evidences in the Quran, poetry and 

prose. The researcher used the descriptive approach. 

The study found that there were some Morphophonemes intentionally inserted in the 

structure of morphemes within the linguistic structures to perform a function other than 

its specific function that was set by the linguists. 
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Therefore, to prove the phenomenon, the study dealt with the following topics: The first 

topic: the phenomenon of intercalation, the second topic: the intercalated 

Morphophoneme (concept and function), the third topic: a procedural applied study to 

prove the insertion of morphophoneme in the linguistic structures. The study also 

presented the conclusion, recommendations and a list of sources and references. 

The First Topic: the phenomenon of intercalation 

Linguists pointed to the phenomenon of intercalation in their works and in some context, 

but they did not study it extensively in terms of the theoretical aspect. When interpreting 

the insertion of the bound morpheme [al] which means the definite article “the” to the 

present tense, in “ Lisan al Arab” , Ibn Manzoor said: “the insertion of [al] to the present 

tense is to indicate a noun form ” (Ibn Manzoor, 1414H, 8/32, article (Tabia)). 

In “Lisan al Arab” it was mentioned that the ancient Arab said: كب  ر  ض  الي     /ælyadribuk/ 

which means the one who hit you and ب ك ر   ra'aytu -æl -yadribuk / which means/ رأيت    الي ض 

I saw the one who hit you and also, when they said: This هذا الوضع الشعر /häðä-ælwda'ə-

ælˈʃɜː/ they inserted [al] to the present verb “الوضع” to mean the one who wrote the 

poetry. Thus, the morpheme [al] is used here as a relative pronoun “who” that was added 

to the present verb and the past verb to perform the function of the relative pronoun 

(who) “al lathi” (Anbari, 2003, 2/424).  

According to Omar (2008,p148) They also saidاليؤكل /æl-yŭkəl/,/æl-yŭðab/،واليذاب ,the 

definite article “the” [al] is inserted to the two words to indicate that they are edible and 

soluble respectively . 

These evidences are occurred in the free language that went beyond linguistic restrictions 

in the linguistic system, that is, the language that fulfilled the condition of use, and went 

out on the linguistic measurement at different levels, as well as attained the process of 

understanding and communication within the particular language group, and thus 

revealed the mechanisms of expressing purposes in a time of life Language (Ababneh, 

2016, Se: A, p. 46), a time when the earlier Linguists were allowed to use the language 

without restrictions, i.e., the insertion of the bound morpheme [al] to the present and past 

verbs contrary to the general rule of using the definite article.[al] in the previous example 

was used to achieve the purpose of the inserter. A good example of interpreting the use of 

insertion of the relative pronoun  الَّذ ي“al lathi”  is seen clearly in the words of 'Ali (may 

Allah be pleased with him): 

ن ظ ر   يه  الم  ل  ي ث  غاب اٍت ك ر  ه                   ك  ي د ر  ي ح  ت ن ي أ م   ي س مَّ  أ ن ا الَّذ 

   I am whom my mother called Haidara           as the lion of the jungle with an atrocious 

look  

 

Originally, it means; I was called Haidara by my mother, but the relative pronoun الَّذ ي 

“who” was used to indicate exaggeration. The purpose of the poet here is to say “I am so 

famous, known for my courage, which is not a secret to anyone” he did not only want to 

tell us that his mother had given him that name. But if his purpose was to tell us so, he 

would say: I am the person who was called Haidara by my mother (Tibi, 2013, 

6/428).The insertion is a term that was used to describe the free morpheme (a noun) 

,which if it was not used, it would not achieve the purpose of the poet, that is the function 

of exaggeration. 
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The verb (inset) is also seen in the words of Abu al-Abbas Muhammad ibn Yazid: the 

Arabs said: يا ويح لزيد   Oh, woe to Zaid “L Zaid”, and misery of the war, ويا بؤس للحرب   “Ll 

harb” .They inserted [l] and [ll] for emphasis because the [l] here is additional. Another 

example is the words of the poet:   يا تيم تيم عدي ,O Teem Teem  the second morpheme  تيم 

(Teem) was also added to specify emphasis  (Ibn al-Shujari, 1991, 2/307). 

The verb (inset) was also used to explain the insertion of the morpheme [Esem]; [اسم] 

which means the name in the verse:) يم  ب  ك  ال ع ظ  م  ر  ب  ح  ب اس   so glorify with praises the Name“ ; س 

of Allah, the Most Great” (Al-Waaqia:96), the Prophet - peace be upon him – realized 

that, what is intended here is the praise itself, so he was saying: Praise Allah, the Great 

(subhana rabbyal azeem), and Praise Allah, the most highest (suhana rabbyal a’laa). 

 The secret of the association of praise{tasbih} with the name of Allah here is that 

{dhikr} and {tasbih} in fact are spiritual and achieved by the heart; Al Quran requested 

Muslims to praise {tasbih} the name of Allah, and mention {dhikr} the name of Allah so 

that the tongue and the heart work to gather to perform this worship; So the verse “  ب  ح س 

ب  ك  ال ع   م  ر  يمب اس  ظ  ” indicates that praise {sabih} Allah by your heart and tongue and mention 

{adhkur} Allah also by your heart and tongue.Thus,the morpheme [Name],[ اسم  ] is 

inserted here to specify the intended meaning, so that the tongue always keep reciting 

{adhikr} and {tasbih} the act of saying the tasbih is related to pronunciation, where 

reciting by the heart indicate the name.(Ghareeb,1988,p:152). 

 

Basendi(2001,pp2-3) stated that  the phenomenon of intercalation is a method used in 

Arabic language and had a great attention by the Morphologists who found evidences of 

its presence in the holy Quran and the Arab utterances. They stated that the phenomenon 

came to emphasize the meaning and strengthen the speech. He added when the 

morphologists called this phenomenon (intercalation), which did not come randomly, 

whether in the structure of the word or within the structures in general, they relied on two 

things which are: 

1. The dispersal of the inserted morpheme and all its kinds in terms of its part of speech  

relying on the measures of grammar. 

2. The inserted morphemes are used within the structure  to express a general meaning 

other than their specific meaning, because they are used for a certain purpose and to 

deliver a meaning for the recipient. Intercalation have several purposes and uses for 

example, The use of the morpheme [ma]  ما in Quran: “Fa bima rahmatin” in 

(Ali-Emran:159)“  ل ك و  ن ح  وا م  نف ضُّ ل يظ  ال ق ل ب  َل  ل و  ك نت  ف ظًّا غ  م  و  ن  َّللاَّ  ل نت  ل ه  ٍة م   م  ح  ا ر   ”ف  ب م 

 “So by mercy from Allah, [O Muhammad], you were lenient with them. And if you had 

been rude [in speech] and harsh in heart, they would have disbanded from about you.”( 

Surat ,Ali ‘Imran:159).  

There morpheme [ma] here is not an indefinite noun that conveys the mean of 

(something) as some grammarians have considered and it is not exclamative with 

interrogative form as stated by al Razi (Razi, 1420H, 9 / 406-407). 

 

However, the insertion of [ma] ( ما)  in the previous verse (Ayah) in the holy Quran is not 

used aimlessly, but for a certain purpose, [ma] here is an additional letter in structure but 

it conveys the function of emphasis and clarifies the meaning. It also added vocal  rhythm 
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as the letters have a distinct sound which has an influence on the meaning of the word. 

The Quran use of rhyme is one of its oral and moral miracles (Safi, 1418 AH, 4/355). 

 

Ibn al Atheer as some others denied being (ما) [ma] additional and meaningless in this 

context, he believed that it was embedded here to maximize the blessing Allah gave to 

his messenger. However, omitting it will lead to lack in meaning and weakness of the 

structure. What the syntacticians meant by saying [ma] in this verse is additional is that 

[ma] in this position did not satisfy its grammatical function within the structure it was 

embedded in, that is, it did not prevent the particle (ب) from performing its function with 

the following word ( ٍة م  ح   that is reducing the word. Otherwise, it was assigned another (ر 

indicative function within the structure (Safi, 1418H, 4/355). 

        

Basandi (2001) considered that [ma] was inserted in the structure  to perform a function 

other than its actual function - [ma] ( ما) embedded here in between the prepositional 

phrase, which always come integrated, [ma] can be excluded from the structure without 

influencing the structure. This is what is meant by “Intercalation”. 

Hence, the intercalation is a deviation from the rule used by the speaker (sender) because 

he needs new language Tagmemes to accommodate renewable meanings for conveying it 

to the recipient and drawing his attention to the required meanings . 

 

From the foregoing, we can realize how intercalation was employed in the synthetic level 

in the Arabic language, and how its usage expanded to include morphemes of both types: 

nouns and verbs .The use of intercalation intended to correct the pronunciation and 

straightening the weight of the rhymes. They also worked on emphasizing and 

strengthening the meaning of a word, providing for the general meaning and resolving 

confusion (Sorour, 2005, p. 203) 

 

Basandi (2001.p19)  mentioned that insertion is used to comprehend the meaning and 

empowered it in the mind of the reader .While Ibn Jini stated that if the Arab wanted to 

convey a specific meaning, they strengthening it ( Jini, no date, 3/104). 

The inserted word is called intercalated morpheme, which is added to the structure of a 

word to perform a specific linguistic function required by the sender; to highlight the 

rules he used to use in a certain time in the life of the language; and how to deal with 

them over time (Mrashida, 2019, p. 21). 

 

One of these rules or secrets is the Masculinity and Feminization of a word by adding the 

suffix )تاء التأنيث( [t] to the bound morpheme to make the noun of a masculine a noun of 

feminine as in these examples: (ra jul:رجل ) which means a man and (Ghulam:غالم ) The 

small boy and (Sheikh:شيخ ) the old man, which are "expressions of the masculine 

nature”. If the suffix [t] is attached to these words they will be changed into a feminine 

noun (Maliki, 1990, 4/13).The (T feminine) is shown clearly in this verse: (almadeed) 

جلة م          ل م  ي ب ال وا حرمة الر  ي ب  ف ت ات ه  ق وا ج  ر   خ 

In this example the grammarians approved the change that occurred on the word )الرجلة) 

(Anazer al jaesh, 1428 AH, 9/4613),which is attaching the [ة].The word (ra jult: )رجلة  is a 

free morpheme attached to by the bound morpheme [t]-when it is attached to nouns it 
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comes in two forms( ه or ة)- to perform the function of changing a masculine word into a 

feminine noun. This term is used to liken women to men (Tabari, 2000, 12/361).Al 

hadeeth alshareef also confirm this use in the saying،"كانت عائشة رجلة الرأي": “Aisha has a 

manlike decisions when in giving opinions” which means she gave wise decisions like 

men (Abu al-Abbas, 1996, 2/76),and the poem (Ibn Seda, 1996, 1/60): (al wafer) 

 ومركضةٌ صريحيٌّ أبوها         تهان  لها الغالمة   والغالم  

The poet used the word غالمة to indicate a feminine noun “girl” where the masculine 

word for “ boy” is غالم without( )ة  , here ( )ة  is used to distinguish clearly between a 

masculine and a feminine noun.Qaysi (1987) referred to Abdul Yaguth ibn Waqas poem 

of  bahr al taweel in the verse:  

ان يًّا                               يًرا ي م  ى ق ب ل ي أ س  يَّةٌ      ك أ ن لم ت ر  ةٌ  ع ب ش م  ن  ي ش ي خ  ك  م  ح  ت ض   و 

 The poet wrote شيخة which pointed to a feminine noun of a masculine noun شيخ ,the [t] )ة(  

is inserted to distinguish the gender of the noun ,so  )ة( is categorized in this position as 

inserted morphophoneme. 

 

 Another issue which was raised is approving the sign of jazm in the present tense action 

with a defective ending. The sign of jazm in "لم ترى" ,which mean didn’t see, was 

approved for a purpose (Tibi, 2013, 10/213).The poet employed the sign of jazm in لم"

ىتر at the end of the present tense verb ترى"  to show its origin and he didn’t use its actual 

sign which is dropping the final letter . 

 

Otherwise, he employed it as in the rule of the present tense verb with a sound ending by 

considering the defective letter “ى” as a sound letter that has a sign and he made al jazm 

by omitting its actual sign “dropping the defective letter” and replace it by the sign of 

jazm “Sukoon” (Abu al-Abbas, d., 6/552). 

 

Accordingly, the defective letter “ى” was considered one of the inserted phonemes in the 

structure of the morphemes that are with a defective ending and mjuzum by )لم(.In this 

case the morpheme performed the function of rooting the verb and showing how it was 

used in the stages of the language. 

 

This kind of feminization of the free morphemes of the masculine is little in the earlier 

Arabic language. In this regard,[t] in these cases is a bound morpheme which was 

inserted. 

Previously, it was inserted in the old words of the masculine nature to perform an 

intended purpose by the earlier Arab speaker, but throughout time it was disregarded as it 

does not meet with the conditions of grammatical usage. Arabic language like any other 

languages preserved its origins through its development, and it did not eliminate its 

acceptable linguistic patterns that achieved the required conditions of use and  the 

intended meaning during the process of linguistic communication. it permitted its users to 

use it without restriction, thus, it proved its ability to employ ungrammatical functions to 

convey meanings  which the grammatical pattern was unable to perform (Atabi, 2016, 

p.3). Though the previous cases of feminine were classified by linguistic as unusable 

because it failed to attain the conditions of usage. (Maliki, 1990, 4/13) 
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Although, the morphemes inserted within the structure of a word in a way contrary to 

what is approved by grammatical rules ,it shows the extent of democracy the language 

has in permitting its users to employ it in a way that achieve their purposes in the 

communication process (Mrashida, 2019, pp. 18--19). 

 

It should be noted that these evidences of the situations where morpheme and phoneme 

are equally used. Though, the morpheme in phonetics  is considered a phoneme and in 

the morphological system it is a morpheme. The [t] which is used with the nouns of 

masculine to indicate a feminine noun is classified under phonetics  lesson a phoneme of 

a single sound. That is, /t/ is the smallest phonetical morphological unit that becomes 

non-functional when isolated from the structure. It gave the free morphemes a certain 

significance to be classified in the morphological lesson within the bound morphemes 

that has the function of the feminization of nouns. Accordingly, it can be called a 

morphophonemes (Omar , 1998, p. 106). 

 

Mrashidh (2019,p18) defined it as any phonological and morphological change 

recognized when a morpheme indicates another meaning or function in the structure than 

the common usage. 

 

The previous examples of the insertion of the morpheme shed the light on the 

phenomenon of insertion at phonetic and morphological level. Based on literature, any 

change occurred on a small non-functional phonetic morphological unit when isolated 

from the structure of the word whether it is a voiced or voiceless sound it influences its 

meaning and indication as well as affecting the intellectual abilities of the recipient. 

Consequently, any change in the structure of the sentence or any of its significant unit  

(morpheme) will also influences its meaning ,function and the intellectual abilities of the 

recipient (Saad, D.T., pp. 146--147). 

Another issue that deserves studying in the Arab utterances is that the speaker sometimes 

added morphemes to the word which are not of its nature or omit letters (phonemes) from 

it as the omission of the phonemes in these two words : “Harth”  "حارٍث"and “Malik”  

 when they omit the phonemes (th and k)  /θ/ and /k/ so they said: “ya Har” or “ya"مالك"

Mal” (Tabari, 2000, 1/213). 

Another example in poetry is the verses of the poem of bahr “al zajr” 

ا  يد الشرَّ إَل أن             فَا بالخير  خيراٍت وإن  شرًّ .تَاوَل أ ر   

The poets wanted to say: “ ا  فَاشرًّ ” “Fashr” which means evil and “  تَاإَل أن ”  “ela an T” 

which means otherwise you will. He omitted the phonemes /fa/ and /ta/ (Tabari, 2000, 

1/213). These phonemes according to linguistics is called  a null phoneme which can be 

omitted without affecting the meaning of the morpheme and it will still recognized in the 

mind of language user whether the omission is in terms of written or spoken form 

(Mrashida, 2016, p: 81). 

 

Another example of addition showing the increase of voices in the word that are not of its 

structure, and when this addition does not affect the clarity of the meaning in the 

recipient mind. (Tabari, 2000, 1/214) the poet: (light).The words indicated an inserted 

phonemes, the poet in the poem od bahr al Khafeef said:  
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ي. ض   ي ت ب يض  ف  ض  مي الخ صَّ واخ  ل ك ش تَّى           ف الز  إن ش ك  ل ي و   إن  ش ك 

The poet in this verse added the letter ض to the word تبيض which is derived from the 

word ابيض   / البياض which means white ,a color like red and yellow. Then he inserted the 

letter ض and the sign (     ( to the root morpheme for the purpose of rhyme. It should be 

noted that the only word in Arabic language which  contains the same character three 

times at the end of the same word is  )  ابيضض( (Ibn Manzoor, 1414 AH, 14/207, Article 

(JDB) and (Hawa)). 

 

When studying the usage of the phoneme (ض) /dã/ in the structure of the morpheme 

[abyadd]  ) )ابيض  we can notice that it didn’t affect the meaning or distinguished it from the 

other words. This phone in modern language is called a null phoneme(Mrashda, 2018, p. 

18). 

 

This study aims to shed light on a type of a small phonetic morphological unit that 

became non-functional when isolated from the structure of the word . The researcher 

intended to term it intercalated morphophoneme. The following section will discuss its 

concept and function. 

 

The Second Topic: intercalated morphophoneme (concept and function) 

 

In “al sihah” section “Qahim” (insert) it was mentioned that, insertion is to insert 

something in another . The words “Qahama fi al amri quhuman” م  في ً  وق ح  األمر ق حوما  which 

means throw himself in it without thinking, and in  ٌم  ”wa ll khusumati quhm“ وللخصومة ق ح 

which means he is entered in what he doesn’t want. On the other hand, in the sentence 

ء   يم  النف س  ف ي الشَّي   ,it means inserting oneself without thinking(Al-Jawhary, 1987, 5/2006 وت ق ح 

(Article (Qham)). 

 

Omar (2008) affirmed that in the modern Arabic dictionary it means inserting it between 

two integrated words like “mudafالمضاف ” (added)  and “Mudaf Ilaihi المضاف إليه ” (added 

to).“Al muqhmat” مات  قح  الم  is the plural of “muqhima” مة  قح  م  which is an agent noun derived 

from the word “أقحمoqhm” “inserted” when it is inputted in something else by force. If 

two names are mentioned and the letter of conjunction inserted between them this means 

it is inserted between them which is incompatible with the grammatical rule (Nasafi, 

1311 AH, p. 59, article (Qham)). 

 

The structural phonemes are small phones used to build the morphemes in a specific 

language, providing it with various meanings and indications that differs in accord to the 

units used to build the morpheme. Any change in it generates a change in meaning, 

whether by change, replacement or increase (Mrashida, 2019, pp. 1-2). 

 

According to Omar (1998) a morpheme is the smallest meaningful morphological unit; it 

is described as a series of meaningful phonemes that cannot be divided without lose of 

the meaning or changing it. It is a "structural syntactic term and a morphological unit in a 

system of integrated functional morphemes" (Hassan, d., P. 172). 
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Morphemes are small units distinct in syntax, it is considered to be the focus of 

morphology and the main motive for the existence of the term morpheme and what it 

refers to as a substitute for the word (Lyons, DT, p. 62), It was divided into free 

morpheme, which can be used individually and independently. A connected Morpheme, 

which cannot be used alone or independently of other free morphemes (Omar, 1998, pp. 

53, 100-101). 

 

The morphemes were divided into three main sections, which consisted of the following 

(Sa’aran, 1997, p. 179): 

1. A morpheme can be a phonetic component, which is the most common, it 

may consist of one phoneme , a syllable or syllables. 

2. A morpheme can consist of an arrangement of phonetic elements 

expressing "meaning", "perception" or "nature of". 

3. A morpheme may consist of the position each element of the meaning 

occupied in the sentence.  

 

And what the study sheds light on in these sections, is the first section, that deals with the 

morpheme as a phonetic element, in these examples we can realize several points ; on 

one hand, these words   رضعت" " ع( و"م رضعة"‘ "رضع  و)م رض   are related to the meaning of 

breastfeeding, and there is common element between them that is the letters (morphemes) 

 On the other hand, these words contain specific phonemes which are.) ر ض ع(

determined in accordance to its part of speech; a noun or a verb and its gender; masculine 

or feminine. These phonemes are called “morphemes” (Sa’aran, 1997, p. 179). 

   

The morpheme which determines the word   رضعت""  is a singular feminine verb is the 

phoneme /ta/   ت"" ,and the morpheme [t] "ت" in )مرضعة(determines the difference between 

 and their part of speech .When phonemes perform a morpheme)مرضعة( and "رضعت"

function in a language system it is called morphophoneme, and changing them affects the 

significance of free morpheme. 

  The intercalated morphophoneme in this study is a small phonetic morphological unit 

that becomes non-functional when isolated from the structure.it is an additive apparent 

phoneme shown in pronunciation, calligraphy , dictation ,spoken and audible. It can be 

aware of and drawn by calligraphers’ lines within the morpheme structure that is not 

common in the standard grammar, it contradicts and overcomes the restriction of the 

structure of a morpheme in morphology (surf) which was specified by linguists 

 

The inserted morphophoneme has a distinctive value in Phonetics because it was given a 

function to perform in a morphological structure and  in an uncommon usage in the 

standard grammar. Inserting a phone in Arabic is not of a random act ,but it was 

performed for a purpose the linguists have pointed to,. As what attached or inserted in the 

structure of a word has a meaningful function. 

 

The Third Topic: a practical applied study of the intercalated morphophoneme and 

evidences from Arabic literature. 
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The silent phoneme /t/ (ت)  is one of the inserted phonemes that Arab linguists used to 

drop from both the subject and object if it was used to describe a feminine noun. They 

used it to describe the feminine noun when they want to say she will do or did not do it, 

and when they want to differentiate between the adjective and the verb (Tabari, 2000,18 / 

564).It means when a verb is derived from an adjective of a feminine noun the /t/ is 

attached and if they want to use the adjective form they dropped the /t/(Zamakhshari, 

1407 AH, 3/142). 

 

 The debate of the attached /t/ in the morpheme )مرضعة( can be discussed through Allah 

saying: “On the Day you see it every nursing mother will be distracted from that [child] 

she was nursing” (Al Haj:2)  " ع ت  ض  ا أ ر  ع ٍة ع مَّ ض  ر  ا ت ذ ه ل  ك لُّ م  ن ه  و  م  ت ر  :" ي و   

Some of  Kufh linguists debated that the )ت( is attached to the word )المرضعة( to imply “a 

nursing mother” who nurses her infant, in this situation the focus is on the action itself “is 

nursing” .Thus, if they want to describe the mother herself, they would say ع.   ض  ر  م 

ع  who can nurse her child even if she didn’t do it because the adjectives of aوالمرض 

feminine noun doesn’t need the )ت( (Zamakhshari, 1407 AH, 3/142). 

 

Abu al-Abbas(1992,p224) who is known as al-Halabi, confirmed that the adjectives of a 

feminine noun doesn’t need attaching the )ت( to differentiate it from the masculine noun 

.He said: “ if the purpose is the description, it is as they stated but if it is to indicate the 

occurrence of the action ,)ت( shall be attached as when they said: حائضة وطالقة وطامثة  . 

Ancient Arabs said: “طالقة غدًا، وحائضة بعد غد” (Hamzani, 2006, 4/526), and it is also said :a 

mourner woman    ادَّة امرأة ح   ie: the woman who mourn (Al-Aini, dt, 21/5). 

 

When studying the previous cases, we find that Arab dropped (:ة)ت , which they called the 

feminine T, from the subject and the object when they used it to describe a feminine noun 

,if it is not used for a masculine noun, and when they want to tell she is going to do it or 

didn’t do it.They attached the )ت( to differentiate between the verb and the 

adjective.Hence,The)ت( here is a bound intercalated morphophoneme that abandoned the 

function allocated to it - changing a masculine noun to a feminine noun- when it was 

restricted by a word structure of a feminine  noun that is not used for masculine; the 

morpheme  )مرضع( . 

 

It prevented the morphophoneme )ت( from performing its allocated function to  achieve 

another distinctive role in a special context. The /t/ in the morpheme )مرضع( indicated 

another meaning, when it was dropped the meaning of the morpheme changed and the 

indication of the morphophoneme was also changed. Actually, phonetically /t/  تin the 

morpheme مرضعة was not  used to indicate a feminine noun because it is a special 

character of feminine . 

 

Zamakhshari (1407 AH, 3/142) and some linguists adopted its indications by which one 

can differentiate between the usage of the adjective form and the verb form when it is 

attached to the morpheme. 
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The attached  ت in مرضعة in the Ayah: “ ا  ن ه  و  م  ت ر  ع ت  ي و  ض  ا أ ر  ع ٍة ع مَّ ض  ر  ت ذ ه ل  ك لُّ م  ”(Al Haj:2) 

ع ةٍ  ض  ر   here is the nursing mother ,who is nursing her child from her breast and because of م 

the terrifying event ,she abandoned feeding him unwillingly as she was horrified 

(Shanqeeti, 1995, 4 / 255-256).It is believed that the insertion in this situation is achieved 

in terms of pronunciation, hearing and writing. 

 

The inserted morphophoneme in the poem of Al Shanfari (Ibn Yaish, 2001, 3/262): (al 

taweel)  

ي أل   فاء  ج  ل وٌل وع ر  ه  ق ط  ز  لٌَّس             وأر  يدٌ ع م  ل ون   س   ول ي د ون ك م أه 

The poet said:  ) ل ون  ) أه  which means relatives, this word is used in the plural form of the 

word “أهل” as a sound masculine plural, but it is not rational masculine or its adjective ,so 

it didn’t fulfil the conditions of the sound masculine plural which are: it should have a 

sound singular masculine of its type ,the word (  ل ون  did not fulfil this condition because (أه 

its singular form was أهل and this word is actually a plural noun form that has no singular 

form(Ibn Aqil, 1980, 1/63). 

 

Inserting the phoneme (الواو) to the word )أهل( is to change it to a plural form as in the 

sound masculine plural in Arabic language, which its nominative sign is (الواو) in addition 

to the (نون) ,considering that the sign is a phoneme in linguistics as well as it is a bound 

morpheme in morphology. This insertion is not unintentionally. The (الواو) has a role to 

perform which is considering the three monsters in the position of real the relatives(Ibn 

Aqil, 1980, 1/63). 

 

Shanfari took these monsters people instead of his family; because they protect him from 

enemies, and do not let him down in the event of distress(Ibn Yaish, 2001, 3/262).The 

 .in this position is achieved in terms of pronunciation, hearing and writing )الواو( 

However, the word (أهلون) does not conform to the rules of the Arabic language at all 

levels, whether phonetic, morphological or grammatical , thus departing from the 

convention known among the people of language, and to classify (الواو) under the 

umbrella of intercalated morphophoneme intercalated. 

 

It is noted that one aspect of the phonemes comes morpheme if it is seen in terms of the 

function it performs, i.e., phoneme performs a function in the matrix of linguistic 

structures (Estetia, 2005, p. 121), and the (الواو), which is the nominative sign of the 

masculine is seen in two ways: : That the (الواو) is a short voiced vowel so it becomes a 

phoneme, second: considering its function the (الواو) becomes a morpheme, the (الواو)- 

refers to the expression of the effectiveness. It is applied on the (ن) which is instead of 

“tanween” nunation in singular. It is associated to a sound masculine plural as suffix for 

the basic morpheme. 

 

This shows a significant function of a morpheme, the function of distribution, that is, 

dividing the sentence to its direct components, and then analyzing these components into 

smaller parts (morphemes), which contributes to highlight the main sections of the 

linguistic structure, as a first stage to study it, through this distribution the type of 

morpheme that is responsible for determining and distributing the other morpheme is 
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appeared and it showed to which it should be bound (Abdel Salam, 2004/2005, pp. 43-

44). 

 

The insertion of morphophoneme in the structure of words within the linguistic structures 

is shown in the words of the poet (Tabari, 2000, 21/415) :(zajr) 

ع ما ان   والشُّجاع  الشج  ا        األف ع و  ن ه  الق دم  يَّات   م  ال م الح   ق د  س 

 

The accusative of the word (  األفعوان) which is a substitute “badal” of “Mubdal Minu” 

)  marfuua” normative.  The poet described a man in the house who walked in a“ )الحيات 

place full of snakes, and the man here must be afraid to be bitten by the snakes, but he 

found that snakes have delivered his foot and did not bite him because he didn't irritate 

them so they delivered his foot as snakes do not bite anyone unless he irritated them first. 

So, the subject her is the snakes )  because they left his foot, and it is acceptable to )الحيات 

say the foot has delivered the snakes (Shaarawi, 1997, 2/1125). 

 

This example presents the substitution rule “al badal” that “badal” should match all the 

characteristics of “mubdal minu”.In this example )  ”is in normative case“marfuaa )الحيات 

while )  ”is in accusative case “mansuba” which according to the rule “badal )األفعوان 

should match all the characteristics of “mubdal minu”.This example contradict with rule, 

but the poet presented the case of the subject and the object ,that is both words )  the)الحيات 

snakes and )القدم (the foot could be the subject or the object vice versa, so )  can be )الحيات 

pronounced by “fatih” the sign of accusative and )القدم ( with the sign of normative” rafa” 

(Tabari, 2000, 21/415). "Neither of them is the first of the other to “al rafa’ or ‘al naseb” 

(Al-Jiani, 1990, 3/454). 

 

The poet  preferred to use the word )  as a subject because its harm is more serious )الحيات 

than the human’s harm, the Arabic language recognize this effect and allows the user to 

give a word two meanings or two functions and use the one he found suitable. Here both 

words can be used as a subject or an object(Sha'rawi, 1997, 15/9621). 

 

The study found that it is possible to employ the insertion if it is related to the 

substitution of voiced vowels in syntax level if the morpheme and phoneme has an equal 

use as the voiced vowel in phonetics is considered a phoneme when isolated from the 

structure, and in syntax it is considered a bound morpheme because it performed an 

assigned function inside the required structure. To perform its function, it must employ it 

in a linguistic structure .This is providing that, Arabic language is integrated in its 

different levels: Phonetic, morphological, grammatical and semantic, and these parts can 

not be divided in the communication process. 

 

What made this study believe in the assumption of insertion in the previous situation, is 

the word forming of )األفعوان( in addition to the words )القدم(and  )الحيات(  in the previous 

example. 

 

In the example the poet use the word   األفعوان in a accusative position”mahal nasib” while 

it is a substitute “badal” of the word   الحيات which is “marfua” phonetically and “mansub” 
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in the meaning (Al-Jiani, 1990, 3/454).The user has to keep in his mind that there is a 

sign of normative “rafa” in addition to the apparent sign of accusative “nasib” so he will 

realize the two morphophonemes :the apparent and the hidden . 

 

 Attaching the morphophoneme, the Short Vowel Sign /fatha/for /̛ān-nasb/ in the “badal” 

) ( of the word )األفعوان   with Short Vowel Sign /ḍam-ma/ for /̛ār-raf/ contrary to the )الحيات 

standard rule. In this example the poet aimed to demonstrate the participatory of meaning 

and function between the use of snake and the foot.Additionally,in “Jamea al Bayan in 

Ta’ueel al Quran” that the poet needed to erect the rhyme, so he used /fatha/ and made 

action came from the foot  ا to the subject snakesالق دم  الحيات    (Tabari, 2000, 21/415).     

 

Another example is shown in the Ayah: “" ب ون  ح  ل  ي س  س  السَّال  م  و  ن اق ه  ل  ف ي أ ع   ,(Ghafir:71 )”إ ذ  األ  غ ال 

“When the shackles are around their necks and the chains; they will be dragged”. Some 

approved reading the )والسالسل( which means chains with reduction if the meaning is  إذ

 because the word األغالل is reduced as for the word والسالسل so أعناقهم في األغالل والسالسل

 is in reduction case (Al-Qurtubi, 1964, 15/332) so it was referred to the meaning as األغالل

in the previous example ا  or األعناق في األغالل والسالسل also it can be said الحيات   and الق دم 

قاتل زيد عمراً   “ :Kufas’ linguists agreed on saying.كاألغالل والسالسل في األعناق ”(Zaid killed 

Omar” and العاقالن والعاقلين by using /̛ār-raf/ for the word العاقلين as an adjective for them or 

by /̛ān-nasb/ because they are subject in terms of meaning and objects. (Al-Qaisi, 2008, 

10/6464). 

 

Conclusion 

The study found an indication of the intercalation of the morphophoneme phenomenon in 

syntactic structures from modern phonetic perception. To discuss it theoretically, the 

study introduced the phenomenon of morphemes intercalation in the syntactic structure of 

Arabic language. In the second section it dealt with the intercalated morphophoneme 

(concept and function),the study introduced the concept of the intercalated 

morphophonemes .Which is defined as the smallest phonetic morphological unit that 

becomes non-functional when isolated from the structure it used in.It is also what 

introduced in pronunciation than what is not of its nature  

Furthermore, it is an additive apparent phoneme shown in pronunciation, calligraphy , 

dictation ,spoken and audible. It can be aware of and drawn by calligraphers’ lines within 

the morpheme structure that is not common in the standard grammar.Moreover,it 

contradicts and overcomes the restriction of the structure of a morpheme in morphology 

(surf) which was specified by linguists. 

The inserted morphophoneme has a distinctive value in Phonetics because it was given a 

function to perform in a morphological structure and  in an uncommon usage in the 

standard grammar. It should be noted that, inserting a phoneme in Arabic is not of a 

random act ,but it was performed for a purpose the linguists have pointed to as what 

attached or inserted in the structure of a word and has a meaningful function. 

 

The study aimed at highlighting the concept of morphophoneme and to prove its 

existence therefore it dealt in the third section with a procedural applied study showing 

evidences from Arabic - poetry and the Qur'an. 
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The study reached a set of conclusions and recommendations, the most important of 

which are as follows: 

1. The morphophonemes that were presented in the morpheme and achieved 

in the pronunciation, hearing, and written text, other than required by the terminology 

known as intercalated morphophonemes. They were inserted intentionally in the series 

of the phonemes which involved in the creation of the morphemes within the language 

structures other than required by the language system, and it is considered a basic unit 

in the structure of the morpheme .When it is dropped from the structure of a 

morpheme, the meaning changed.  

2. The study proved the phenomenon of intercalation of voiced and voiceless 

morphophoneme, and the distinguished value the bound morphophoneme granted to 

the specific morpheme other than what was required by the measures  of rule that is 

considered the basic reference  for judging the appropriateness of the structure. It was 

noted that there is a part of the phonemes comes as a morpheme if it was seen in terms 

of the function performed within the structure, so in phonetic lesson it is considered a 

phoneme and in the morphological level it is seen as a morpheme in accordance to the 

function allocated to them in the structures. 

 

3. The inserted morphophoneme that was restricted by morphemes in a way 

other than what was required by the measures of the rule was classified within the 

addition that gives the morpheme a new meaning or function, achieving the rule: any 

increase in the building of the structure - whether agrees or not with linguistic 

restrictions it  leads to increase in the meaning. Linguists and this study examined the 

good indications and the multiple explanations related to the semantic values of 

phonemes that were inserted in specific morpheme without apparent measures. 

 

4. The phonemes that were inserted in the structure of a morpheme, other 

than what was required by the measures of the rule can be classified as so-called 

intercalated phonemes. The rule required omitting it for linguistic purpose, as in the 

present tense action with a defective ending which is in jazm because a particle 

of jazm comes before it, but the defective letter was not dropped from the end of the 

verb as required by the rule. The defective letter in this case is classified within the 

bound phonemes that allocated function of rooting the verb ,showing its usage in the 

structural patterns across  history and the various stages of language. 

Recommendations 
  The study recommends the importance of paying more attention to the intercalated 

morphophoneme embedded in the apparent morphemes shown in poetry, prose and 

Quranic verses and introducing scholars who specialize in contemporary linguistic 

studies and others of this science. 

It recommends that specialized students in this science should be introduced to the new 

concepts of modern linguistic studies such as intercalated morpheme, zero morpheme, 

and null phonemes, in the linguistics course taught to university students to provide them 

with all that is new in linguistic studies. 
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